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Discord Nitro can be used to support the servers that you are part of, get more features like the ability to upload bigger files, more emojis, HD video streaming, profile customization, etc. However, to get the Nitro, you need to buy it for $99.99 a year or $9.99 a month. But there are actually legit ways for you to get the Discord Nitro for completely
free. Here are the ones that are currently working for you to take advantage of. 1. Salad Salad is a free crypto mining software you can install on Mac, Linux, and Windows. It uses your computer resources to mine crypto for you. Once you start making some cash out of it, you can redeem your crypto to a crypto wallet or use that to buy Amazon gift
cards, in-game currencies, offers in services like Spotify, and even the Discord Nitro. If you are wondering, you can check out this support page from Salad to start an account, start mining, check balance, redeem it, and along with other FAQs that will help you get started. The more powerful your computer is, the more you earn from it. Checkout
Salad 2. Nitro Giveaways There are many Discord servers that conduct Nitro giveaways. Most of these Discord servers are advertisements focused and give you nitro for their service promotion. Just participate in those giveaways to get a chance to win the Discord Nitro. As with all giveaways, there can only be one free winner, so getting Nitro with
this method isn’t guaranteed. Anyhow, here are some of the best Discord servers that you need to opt-in Open Advertisements, Self-promotion central, Jet’s Dream World, Sound’s Spooky World, Dank’s Dungen, Custom’s Magical World. Most of these servers have a small verification process to join like a captcha to stop the bots. 3. Promotions Just
like the Nitro Giveaways, sometimes companies provide free months of Nitro for all their customers as some offer or a welcome gift. For example, Epic Games used to provide free Discord Nitro for all its subscribers. Now, YouTube Premium is available for free if you have Discord Nitro. So if you haven’t subscribed to YouTube premium before and
wanted to try it out, just buy the Nitro for $10 and get a YouTube premium for 3 months which is worth $33. Note that most of such promotions are only available in few countries including the YouTube Premium mentioned above. 4. Discord Partner Program Owners of Partnered Discord servers receive free Nitro upgrade. To apply for partnership,
your server should have at least 500 members, minimum of 8 weeks old, should be an active server, and should be considered a good environment with no false language. To join the partner program, open your Discord server, open server settings, and then click on the Partner Program option in the sidebar. Here click on Apply for Partnership button
if your server is eligible with the above-mentioned requirements. Also, Discord pauses the partner program from time to time, so you can wait and check out later to apply. 5. Download the Mobile App Discord itself provides you a free month of Discord Nitro for downloading the Discord mobile app. But there is a catch. It only works when your
account doesn’t have Nitro beforehand and you haven’t installed the Discord app on your mobile before. In short, first-time users. Upon downloading for the first time, you should see a pop-up to proceed further. Do remember, Discord asks for the payment info even though you don’t have to buy it. Anyhow, Nitro isn’t a subscription service, so you
don’t need to worry about canceling later. Download Discord Android and iOS app. 6. Events Events that are run related to Discord often have Discord Nitro prizes. This is one of the ways to earn Nitro for free, but not guaranteed. For example, Discord normally runs events for their anniversaries or for Christmas called Snowsgiving. These events
normally give out a lot of free stuff like Xbox, Play Station, Keyboards, Headsets, Game Lisesces, etc. along with the Discord Nitro. But the chances of winning a gift is just like in a Giveaway. 7. Talk in Servers Many discord servers have a leveling system where each message you send gets you an XP and eventually helps you level up. Few servers will
provide some gifts for each level up and some servers also include Discord Nitro as one option. Also, some servers like Planet Roonie will offer Nitro to the most active person on their server. So participating in such servers can help you get Nitro for free. Wrapping Up: Get Free Discord Nitro While Salad is a better option to get Nitro consistently, all
these other ways can be useful to get Nitro without much effort like installing the Discord app or participating in the giveaways. You can take advantage of all the ways to generate Nitro from multiple sources. Also Read: Skip to content Want to get free Discord Nitro? You’ve come to the right place. I’m going to tell you how to get free Discord Nitro
legitimately. Please note, don’t try to hack the Discord Nitro server. The benefit of Discord Nitro You can use custom and animated emojis in every server and DM.You can use an animated avatar and claim a custom tag in your personal profile.You can get 2 server boosts and 30% off extra boosts.You’ll have a 100MB upload size for high-quality file
sharing.The screen share quality will up to HD video.You will get a Nitro user badge. The Original Prize for Discord Nitro. After searching for more than 5 pages on Google, I figure out there’re 3 ways to get free Discord Nitro safely and legally. In this post, you don’t need to worry about scams and leaking personal information or other potential risks,
because you won’t need to download risky apps or doing surveys to earn points.Don’t trust people who personally trading with you, especially those who need you to pay first. Stay safe guys.However, my methods need you to give effort and luck. Method 1: Discord Partner program You’ll see many posts saying you can get free Discord Nitro by being
friends of HypeSquad. However, this event had been paused by Discord. They tidied up things on their end. But there’s another reliable way to get free Discord Nitro — join the Discord Partners program.Once you’ve become Discord Partners, you can get a free Discord Nitro plan. To apply for the Partner program, you need to meet their
requirements. Unfortunately, Discord has paused the application system. You can wait till they open the system. If you have any questions, contact partners@discord.com. Method 2: Use cash back App to pay Discord Nitro You can always earn extra cashback with Coupert by shopping at 7000+ participating stores. Coupert, a free extension for the
browser that will tell you if there’re available coupons for the site. This free tool saves your time and eases the process of searching for coupons. To qualify, just install the Coupert extension to your browser and sign up. Install Coupert on your browser for free and sign up.Go to discord.com and click the Coupert icon on the upper-right corner.Then
you’ll see all available coupons. Click Activate to earn cash back on your purchase. So you’ll get a discount AND a cashback through Coupert! Once you accumulate $10 worth of points, you can withdraw cash to pay for the Discord Nitro. You can also try Ibotta or Fetch Rewards to earn rebates by submitting your receipts. It accepts receipts from
most of the stores you frequently visit, such as Walmart, Target, Kroger, Walgreens, and more. Method 3: Use your free time for real money In your free time, you can choose to relax or earn some money while relaxing. GTP (get-paid-to) websites like Swagbucks, Toluna or Microsoft Rewards let you earn points by doing tasks like taking surveys,
watching videos, playing games, etc. You can get points after tasks and then redeem points for PayPal cash or an Amazon gift card to purchase whatever you want. Method 4: Winning Events There’s a chance that Discord or other programs will give Nitro as a prize in events. So winning events means you can get the free Nitro. When you see events
that provide Nitro as a gift, you can join the event and trying to win the prize. Discord will give away Nitro codes at events they attend, like PaxWest, Gamescon, etc. You need to follow their Twitter account and pay attention to events. If you don’t know where to join the events, you can join servers and wait for the events. Method 5: Free giveaway
servers Many people claiming that join free giveaway servers are not working. While some YouTubers are giving away free Discord Nitro on their servers. But you need to meet the requirement and some luck. NOTE: Servers that are made just for giveaways are fake. Here’s the list of servers you can get giveaways (Recommended by CustomName):
Method 6: Get a discount for Discord Nitro If you don’t mind spend money on Nitro and want some discounts, ‘re looking for a Discord Nitro discount, the annual subscription is a good choice. You can get 12 months subscription for $99.99, including 2 free months. That’s 16% off. Well, ask your friends or family members to give it as your birthday,
Christmas gift. That’s absolutely free. Conclusion To be honest, the whole point of Discord Nitro is to support Discord’s development, the free Discord Nitro would be defeating the whole purpose. So it won’t be easy to get free Discord Nitro. Please don’t try the legitimate way to get free Discord Nitro, it may put you at risk. Hope this post helps.
Share this article: Share as much as possible! :) FYI: THE FREE NITRO PROJECT IS ON PAUSE, if you join the server, join it only if you are sure to stay while we find another solution. (there will be some but it can take 1 month to find solutions!). I'm going to see if I can still do nitro giveaways that I can afford. Return of the nitro project on
09/5/2020!!! So go come, the project will not last very long :). Hello good night, Alucare plans to offer you nitro discords “for free”, yes like the other discords with more than 10k members, except that unlike these discords which are in reality only scams. With this project, there will be real nitro drops (since the money used to pay for the nitro is you
who participated in it (I'm only an intermediary), so there will be possibilities of either win a nitro discord or a nitro classic. I'll let you read the rest, but before the giveaways are deleted, now everyone does their missions and like that ALL those who participate are sure to have nitro! (and it avoids those who think it's fake since they are sure to have
nitro quickly!) To participate come to: DISCORD ALUCARE.FR and take the time to read all the channels, everything is well explained. (you are reading the old version the new version is at TOP OF THE PAGE) Using a Gif in Avatar: Nitro Classic will allow you to add some animation to your profile picture. You can turn your avatar into an animated
image (put a GIF). Choose your Discord discriminator: Customize your 4-digit discriminator with your Nitro Classic subscription! example: (Alucare#0666)-(Alucare#0001) Use Custom Emojis Everywhere: While normally the use of custom emojis is restricted to the server they were uploaded to (with a few exceptions), Nitro unlocks your Kappa
arsenal to unleash on all servers and Direct Messages , as you wish. Better Screen Sharing Quality: Increase your ability to share your screen with 720p @ 60fps or 1080p @ 30fps screen sharing Increase your file sharing limit from 8MB to 50MB: Normally, you can upload and share files that individually can only be 8MB. However, Nitro Classic will
increase this limit to 50MB which can help. Price = 5$ per month or 49.99$ per year. (you are reading the old version the new version is at TOP OF THE PAGE) The particularities of the nitro discord (gaming): The nitro discord has the same advantages as the classic but allows you to access a catalog of more than 1000 games for free (a kind of steam
or epic game store). Price = 10$ per month or 99.99$ per year. (you are reading the old version the new version is at TOP OF THE PAGE) Now that you know these specificities here is the process of the project: Alucare's Utip is created, we need as many people as possible to watch as many ads as possible, a giveaway will be made when the €5.25 or
€10.50 is reached, an ad viewed is equal to 0.04€-0.05€ and you can watch 3 ads per day. A vote will be made to know what type of nitro you want before each giveaway. To enter the giveaway you must have a minimum of 6 ads viewed per week (if someone wins without having watched an ad, the giveaway is relaunched), but the more ads viewed the
more nitro will be given and therefore the more chances that you find your account there. (And the time between each giveaway will be reduced!) The discord nitro will be sent in MP, to avoid scams I will take a screen of the account BEFORE they receive the giveaway (that we see that he does not have the Nitro) and one after he has accepted) There
will be a paypal money screen (I don't do carding the money will be paid from my paypal account) Here I hope you like the project, you can talk about it around you, invite friends by sharing this page with them so that they can come and help them and they will have a chance to win the nitro. To participate: Join my discord and take the role (Nitro) in
the appropriate channel by clicking on: DISCORD ALUCARE.FR thanks to #4336 for the explanations (the basic text is from him) I just re-edited it a bit to make it look better on the site. Info on the weeks: NEWS: WEEK 1 FYI I stream the giveaways at each draw and I show that it's NO FAKE every time!
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